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where Â  = (f>l{ln)m and N2 - o'lijn ^/C, (j) ) are the normalization factors, y = (3/a, 0- a IOQ

and /? are variational parameters, characterizing the localization degree of carriers and the
correlation in their motions, respectively, r\2 is the distance between the carriers, C\{j) = 1 +
773197/12544+ 8I72/ 7, a0 is the lattice constant.

The binding energy of a large bipolaron is defined as EbB = \EB - 2EP\. We use the following
values of the parameters: ao = 6 A, m* = me, Sco^ 4, £ s 1.4-10!2dyn/cm2 [4] and £> s 7 eV [5].
The other parameters are equal to Ed = 2£>/3 and 5 2 0.3179 eV, gs = 0.3624. The calculated
values of the characteristic energies of large acoustic-optic polarons and bipolarons are presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. The
rj
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15

calculated values of large acoustic-optic
EP

- 0.093
- 0.084
-0.075
- 0.067

polarons and
EB

- 0.287
-0.236
-0.190
-0.150

bipolarons for different values of 77
EbB

0.101
0.068
0.040
0.016

As can be seen from Table 1, the two large polarons can form a bound state at 77 < t)c =
0.18. This value of t]c can be compared with the values of rjc = 0.079-0.14 reported in the
literature [3] for a large optic bipolarons. It is seen that the stability region of a large acousto-
optic bipolaron obtained by the direct variational method is much broader than the stability
region of a large optic bipolaron. Our results show that the trial wave functions (3) and (4) for
three-dimensional polaron and bipolaron are really good trial ones.

The work is supported by STCU grant U3505.
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NEUTON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF ATOM DISTRIBUTION IN CUBIC ZIRCONIUM CARBOHYDRIDES

Khidirov I., Sultanova S.Kh., Mukhtarova N.N., Mirzaev B.B.
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Earlier we have shown that the complex distribution of interstitial atoms takes place in the
crystal lattice of cubic zirconium carbohydrides prepared by self-propagating high-temperature
synthesis (SHS). One of the features of SHS-synthesis of inorganic compounds is high burning
temperature and fast cooling from combustion temperature after synthesis. At that, self-hardening
of the prepared product takes place, and structural state of the compound can correspond to high-
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temperature state. But the question about distribution of interstitial atoms over the crystal
structure of cubic carbohydrides at the relatively low temperatures (T< 1100 °C) is opened.

The aim of the present work is neutron and X-ray diffraction study of distribution of
interstitial atoms at relatively low temperatures (T< 1100 °C).

Neutron diffraction patterns were obtained using the neutron diffractometer DN-500 of INP

AS RUz (A. = 1.085 A), and X-ray diffraction patterns - using the X-ray diffractometer DRON-

3M (A.=1.5418 A). The samples were annealed in evacuated and sealed quartz ampoules.
Over the homogeneity range the samples of cubic carbohydrides were annealed at different

temperatures. The annealings up to 900 °C during 50 h at each temperature: 500, 600, 700, 800
°C did not result to change of neither character of interstitial atoms distribution in the disordered
solid solutions (space group (sp. gr.) Fm3m), nor degree of long-range order and sizes of anti-
phase domains (APhD) in the ordered zirconium carbohydrides (sp. gr. Fd3m). So, at T< 900 °C
process of diffusion of interstitial atoms is essentially slowed down. Quenching in water after
annealing at the temperature of 1000 °C during 50 h did not lead to change of distribution of
interstitial atoms in the disordered zirconium carbohydrides. The same annealing results to
increasing degree of long-range order (rj) of carbon sublattice in the ordered carbohydrides: up to
one unit in ZrC0.63H0.28 and up to r| = 0.86 in ZrC0.71H0.i8 at practically constant value of the
degree of long-range order of hydrogen sublattice. At this temperature the sizes of APhD grow up
to 210 A. It should be noted that in the initial samples the sizes of APhD are 120 and 180 A for
ZrCo.71H0.i8 H ZrCo.63H0.28, respectively. Hardening after annealing at 1100 °C practically leads to
restoration of the initial parameters of the long-range order that is to reduction them up to the
values corresponding to the initial SHS-products.

The obtained results on heat treatment allow one to assume: firstly, the temperature of the
order - disorder transition decreases with increasing carbon concentration, and respectively, with
decreasing of number of octahedral vacancies and so stoichiometry of the carbon ordered phase
corresponds to the stoichiometry of Z^C; secondly, the temperature of the order - disorder
transition in zirconium carbohydrides is above 1100 °C.

It is shown that unlike in Zr-C system, in cubic zirconium carbohydrides the temperature of
the order - disorder transition is much higher, and over the wide homogeneity range in the
temperature interval of 1000-500 °C the formation of trigonal ordered phase is not observed.
Hence, hydrogen suppresses the formation of the ordered trigonal phase, expanding temperature
range of stability of the ordered cubic phase.

This work was supported by the Center of Science and Technology at the Cabinet of
Ministers of Uzbekistan (the contract N° F-2.1.2).
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In previous experiments it was revealed that HTS critical temperature in La2.x Srx C11O4
ceramics is degrading with time. Here we present the model of this phenomenon.
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